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ORCA Media recording of the live meeting: 
• https://www.orcamedia.net/show/april-12-2022-rdap
• https://youtu.be/GGZwKN4BA80

MEETING MINUTES 

Attendance List 

1. Abigail Crocker, University of
Vermont

2. Tyler Allen, Dept of Children and
Families

3. Chief Don Stevens, of the Nulhegan
Band of the Coosuk, Abenaki Nation

4. Christopher Louras, Crime Research
Group

5. Xusana Davis, State Racial Equity
Director

6. Jennifer Firpo, Vermont Criminal
Justice Training Council

7. Erin Jacobsen, Attorney General’s
Office – Community Justice Division

8. Jessica Brown, Vermont Law School
Professor

9. Captain Barbara Kessler, Co-director
FIPP

10. Evan Meenan, Dept of State’s
Attorneys and Sheriffs

11. Elizabeth Morris, Juvenile Justice
Coordinator at FSD and DCF

12. Etan Nasreddin-Longo
13. James Pepper, Chair of Cannabis

Control Board
14. Qing Ren, Shelburne Farms
15. Shela Linton, ROOT Social Justice

Center
16. Julio Thompson, Civil Rights Unit –

Attorney General’s Office
17. Rebecca Turner, Office of the

Defender General
18. Gail, Vermont Racial Justice Alliance
19. Wichie Artu, Data Systems Expert
20. Monica Weeber, Dept of Corrections
21. Thomas Zoney, Chief Superior Judge
22. Grant Taylor
23. ORCA Media

Welcome and Introductions 

Each person introduced themselves to the group. 

Announcements 

Etan: There are two issues to discuss – 
• Wichie brought up invitations to Authors of Compilation of Reports and

Recommendations, April 6, 2022.
• James Pepper brought up a request from the Cannabis Control Board.

https://www.orcamedia.net/show/april-12-2022-rdap
https://youtu.be/GGZwKN4BA80
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Wichie: Also mentioned page 2 (of Compilation of Reports and Recommendations, April 6, 
2022), traffic stops and data collection. He met with Sheriff Anderson from Windham County, 
and noticed some weird stuff about data. Requested answers and discussion, the topic was 
added to the New Business portion of the meeting. 
 
Erin: Per diem payments for community members are $50 per meeting. Fill out the 
reimbursement form, email it to Erin, a check should be sent through Attorney General’s 
business office. Follow up with Erin if you are experiencing any issues. 
 
Presentation/Discussion 
 
Discussion of the panels future directions based upon the Compilation of Reports and 
Recommendations, April 6, 2022. 
• Subcommittee members and Authors –  

o Jessica Brown, Visiting Assistant Professor of Criminal Law, Vermont Law School  
o Rebecca Turner, Appellate Defender, Office of the Defender General 
o Xusana Davis, Racial Equity Executive Director 

15 minutes 
 
Xusana: Rebecca was the chief organizer of the project. As a subcommittee Jessica, Rebecca, 
and Xusana pulled together recommendations and other relevant Racial Disparities in the 
Criminal and Juvenile Justice System Advisory Panel subject matter, they ended up with a 
collection of recommendations for the group, but also around school discipline, language 
access, and more. There are links to materials, there are more recommendations that are not 
included in the document. 
 
Rebecca: Please engage and read through the list, provide additions/comments, and keep it a 
working document. Please send questions/edits to Xusana, Rebecca, or Etan. The experience of 
working on the subcommittee, the efforts and objective was to move on after the data report; 
they looked at the previous recommendations from 2019, they felt as though there weren’t 
many groups out there in Vermont looking at these reports on race. An exciting outcome from 
the recent project (Compilation of Reports and Recommendations, April 6, 2022) was to see 
how many more here in Vermont are doing similar work. An example is Vermont Interfaith 
Alliance and their recent project on community building and working with law enforcement on 
the county level. They attempted to organize recommendations based on categories, some of 
which overlap. They discovered lots of allies and other groups involved in working with law 
enforcement, a common theme between groups was a police focus, which cannot be removed. 
Racial disparities were also confirmed with Dr. Stephanie Seguino’s latest report – Did COVID-
Induced Reductions in Vermont Traffic Stops Lower Racial Disparities? Findings during this 
report are confirmed in other jurisdictions. 
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Etan: Happy that the non-consensus recommendations made it into the report. 
Recommendations the group made in 2019 were finding less contention now. It’s a few years 
later the contention is dissipating nationwide. Supports the recommendation for expanding the 
list of offenses that qualify for diversion. 
 
Erin: There are lots of groups doing lots of work, this helps keep track of the overall work. 
Agrees with keeping it a living document. Would like to add a “second look” section to the 
document; clemency, or pardons for previous sentences that don’t make sense, looking beyond 
the front-end adjustments. 
 
Shela: Supports looking at the harm that has been done with a “second look”. How do we move 
forward without paying attention to the pervious harm? Coinciding with a second look at 
judgements passed on due to cannabis laws now that many states are legalizing the substance. 
What about those serving time due to previous cannabis convictions? 
 
Don: Echoes what was just stated, now that states are legalizing cannabis; How are we 
designing our law enforcement? How are we protecting people who have been penalized over 
the years? How will we integrate federal legislation into our future cannabis penalty 
enforcement? 
  
30 minutes 
 
Rebecca: Recognizes the same gap and is currently heading up second look legislation. How to 
integrate a second look at charges. Sentence reconsideration within 90 days rules, second look 
enforcement, and by whom; how is this being improved? Who else can we bring in with new 
viewpoints? Focus on targeting super long sentences and a second look, standards of review, 
and mandatory looks. An auto second look versus a necessarily prompted second look; we can 
weigh in as a panel, but who else can look? 
 
Monica: Midpoint probation reviews, some modifications are already in progress, some 
revisions made already for a “second look”. 
 
Wichie: Presented some data questions, 1) Details of policy decisions (growing cannabis and 
NRCS $$). Who does a farmer speak to? 2) Do we have a panel or subgroup doing impact 
analysis from previous work that we have done? Do we have people on the ground to provide 
the feedback? 
  
Don: Suggested mandatory review around parole time, maybe something written, beyond 
expungement or diversion, another look so things don’t wait a year or longer for review. 
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Shela: Suggested labor law posters for employers/employees could be applied to inform 
inmates about changes in policy or law. 
 
Monica: Volunteers help people register to vote in prisons, maybe disseminate new rules 
through that source. 
 
Rebecca: Agrees newsletters or posters are a good idea for inmates. 
 
Monica: Recently introduced “justice reinvestment” had a big impact, sending info directly to 
folks has happened already and we should create more situations for that to happen. 
 
Wichie: Reiterating, what kind of feedback mechanism do we have for this panel? Do we do 
policy analysis on our previous work? 
 
Xusana: Maybe work for Racial Equity Office or Department of Public Safety and this panel as 
well. 
 
Wichie: Who will piece all this together? 
 
Xusana: Attorney General’s Office or Human Rights Commission could also be responsible for 
that. Suggested possibly taking on the role herself. 
 
Evan: Agrees with Wichie’s point. What effects have past efforts had? What should we 
incorporate in the future? Poor inputs create poor changes. Bureau of Racial Justice Statistics 
would do this work if H.546 passes and assist other entities to report data. 
 
45 minutes 
 
Etan: H546 – Will testify in front of Senate Judiciary tomorrow. Information filtered after their 
last meeting, they had concerns about and being asked again; Why can’t the Racial Disparities 
in the Criminal and Juvenile Justice System Advisory Panel do this? Who’s the data drop on? 
 
Evan: Was listening to Senate Government Operations hearing today and heard Xusana’s 
testimony, folks were discussing whether the panel could take on additional work. While the 
panel’s existing tasks are already big, and there’s not enough time to take all those on. What 
will be changed? What will be affected with new tasks? 

 
From the meeting chat – [6:51 PM] Davis, Xusana, See timestamp 05:50 and 14:40ish from 
today's Senate Government Operations hearing 

Wichie: What kind of support is the panel looking for? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kxJhXumL4c
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Etan: Here we are with this issue coming up again, requesting Wichie send some paragraphs 
about the need for data work within the panel. “We are not the panel that does DATA”, this is a 
daunting task for the panel altogether. 
 
Wichie: What is the advisory council? Is it directly impacted folks, like victims of crime, or the 
governance part? 
 
Etan: The former, directly impacted folks. 
 
Rebecca: H546 – A new subject area since 2019 report and recommendations, access to justice 
and remote proceedings. How does this all work for people waiting for trial? Where are the 
racial disparities for the people waiting in jail? People need access to their lawyer prior to video 
conferencing with the Court; Do people have the bandwidth to access and the knowledge of 
how to? What are the racial disparities in the remote court system? Is there funding to assist 
with broadband access? 
 
Etan: Wants to put a spotlight on addressing the Juvenile system focus related to racial 
disparities. 
 
Tyler: There could be some additions, not enough juvenile systems recommendations yet. 
 
Elizabeth: It’s very hard to grasp disparity problem with the juvenile justice system. Courtroom 
race data is largely reported as unknown, form 101 issues, there is a lack of race and ethnicity 
data on form 101, youth data hard to gather/compile. The issue is we need to add stuff in. Also, 
shouldn’t be using the term “offenders” when talking about juveniles. 
 
1 hour 
 
Etan: Agrees Tyler and Elizabeth can plug some things in where needed, some concern about 
lack of juvenile justice system representation. 
 
Evan: Related to form 101 States Attorneys flagged to do a better job relaying race data to the 
judiciary. They are looking at creating mandatory fields, so information doesn’t get lost. Effort 
in legislature recently involving victims to make it easier to apply for ex parte release from 
abuse orders remotely when court is open as well as when it’s closed. Need to do a better job 
of not restricting our consideration to whether there’s racial disparities when it comes to 
defendants in the criminal and juvenile justice system, but also make sure victims are not being 
left out. Do victims have the same info and power to use and access the system? 
 
Tyler: How are we reporting race and ethnicity data? Are we assuming? How are they making 
the judgement? Concerns about who is collecting the data i.e., officers. 
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Evan: This is the very question asked from the IT person; Where’s the data coming from? How 
to collect race data accurately from each encounter, while respecting the rights of those who 
may not want to provide it to law enforcement. 
 
Thomas: “Currently the past version of the judiciary miscellaneous bill as in section 31 report by 
the chief superior judge on collection of racial data in civil court filings. Judge is charged with 
coming up with a report that shall decide whether and in what manner, data about the race of 
parties in civil court actions is collected by the courts in Vermont.” Data collection 
recommendations are due to Xusana by Dec 1st. 
 
Rebecca: The “criminal” language for juveniles in the compilation was taken directly from other 
reports, not scrubbed. A subcommittee on racial data, experts have presented, Abbigail? 
Stephanie? From who’s perspective is the race being identified by? Agrees with the 
consideration of some offices to strip affidavits of references to race, to remove biases at trial 
times.  
 
Wichie: Windham County Sheriff Anderson brought up how law enforcement was collecting 
data, citing Act 20vsa2366 – a bill to collect race data by law enforcement. Asked about how 
they were doing it, they only collect the data from the driver of the vehicle, they are not 
allowed to ask for race or ethnicity, and they need to enter the perceived race. Red flags all 
over, not sure anyone’s looked at it from that point of view yet. 
 
Etan: This issue has come up with the panel before. The person we’re checking for bias is the 
person reporting the race, this doesn’t really collect data about how someone self identifies. 
 
Wichie: How can we ask them to judge everyone? The repetition of repeating the biased 
behavior only trains the individual to be more biased. 
 
Shela: Echoes that very same point for 4 years now. 
 
Wichie: What is the data about perceived race used for? How do we analyze the data? 
 
Etan: The data is used to focus on officers with major disparities that show up, in particularly an 
individual officers’ daily work. A further investigation occurs. 
 
1 hour 15 minutes 
 
Wichie: Is the bias being reinforced by our data collection practices? We should review that 
question. 
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Don: If the officer realizes they have the power to report data, could that be a problem for 
collecting the correct data? Questions and concerns about the data collection methods and 
their impact on the data. 
 
Barbara: Police fill out the info as sworn data, and people check the interaction data. 
Perception may lead to an issue; the data collection methods are still in question. It is a flawed 
system due to issues with perception, but what is the alternative? Do we force people to 
answer a question verbally about race or ethnicity? 
 
Don: Suggests a check at the time of a court date. Data could then be backfilled. 
 
Barbara: Data is only from traffic stops. It’s appropriate to ask about hair and eye color at the 
time of the traffic stop, custodial arrests are different. 
 
Etan: What do we need to work on for next meeting? 
• Etan: Add to the living document (Compilation of Reports and Recommendations, April 6, 

2022) 
• Xusana: By next meeting, legislation will already be passed. The panel needs a concrete 

understanding of where our limits are, what we’re willing to do, and work we are not willing 
to take on before our next meeting. 

• Rebecca: Suggested defining subcommittees based on discussions from this meeting of the 
panel. Also, suggested bringing in experts to talk to the panel about the work. Suggested 
“Second Look” subcommittee. 

• Etan: Tyler and Elizabeth were talking about plugging in recommendations about the 
juvenile justice system. Suggested a Juvenile Justice Subcommittee. 

• Erin: Suggested a new collective area for “living” documents which the panel is working on 
together. “SharePoint” site in the cloud? Google Docs and Teams Docs were discussed also. 

• Etan: Evan and Etan will continue with criminal justice council as directed by act 54 of 2017. 
• Etan: Agreed to create a list of subcommittees and subcommittee coordinators. Suggested 

everyone plug where they can. Please don’t leave people hanging when they approach you 
about a panel. 

 
 
1 hour 30 minutes 
 
New Business 
 
James: Chair of the Cannabis Control Board. An issue that’s come up for the Board is that they 
have been tasked with the authority to promote “social equity” as defined by the legislature. 
“Social equity applicants which receive certain privileges under the cannabis laws are 
individuals from communities that have been historically disproportionately impacted by 
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cannabis prohibition, or individuals directly and personally impacted by cannabis prohibition.” 
Those individuals who qualify get prioritized by the Board for review, and get fees waived by 
the Board. It is left up to the Board to decide who’s been affected by cannabis laws. Social 
equity applicants apply and if qualified they can waive the fees. There is a social equity fund 
with $500,000 currently and more to be added over time. Dealing with this foundational 
question the Board engaged with community members, formed a social equity subcommittee, 
and held town hall meetings. The Board came to a definition of those affected by cannabis 
prohibition – “If you or a family member has been incarcerated for a cannabis related offense, 
then you have been personally and directly impacted by cannabis prohibition”. They further 
defined affected individuals as “African American, Hispanic American, or come from a 
community (however you want to define that) a community that’s been harmed, then you can 
qualify.” They want to include as many affected individuals as possible, but the data for the 
affected communities is not always provable in court. Individuals can make a case to the board 
on their own behalf. However, 3 members doesn’t seem appropriate to pass judgement with no 
other set of eyes on it. Can the panel help the Board with this endeavor? 
 
Etan: Do you want lawyers to answer this question? 
 
1 hour 45 minutes 
 
Don: Doesn’t want to sit in judgement. Who’s been harmed enough? It’s a tough judgement to 
make. 
 
James: The Board is very much attempting to avoid creating racial tensions with decisions about 
affected communities. 
 
Rebecca: Try to create a definition that’s appropriate with the law, maybe redefine the panel to 
increase ability to handle all the extra work being thrown their way. 
 
Shela: Agrees with others as it is mindboggling to understand who’s been harmed and who 
hasn’t. 
 
James: This is a question of specific people affected versus whole affected communities. 
 
Don: Maybe change the reference from African Americans to Black, to include people of color 
not of African descent. 
 
Qing: Is it possible to just make a case using data from other states? Maybe common sense, just 
extended to BIPOC Vermonters? 
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James: There will be challengers to the rulings, trying to argue if an individual was really 
affected by the drug war or not. Out of the 3 qualifications, the Board has issues with the 3rd, 
“are you from a community that’s been harmed outside of black or Hispanic individuals.” 
 

2 hours 
 
Adjournment 
 


